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At the outset, a whale of thanks to Editor, Newsletter for bringing out a special edition
on

Teachers’ Day. Thrilled to know how our student brigade fondly addresses us!

Congratulations to the Editor and his entire crew for bringing out the Newsletter, first of
its kind in PPS covering the 3-day Knowledge Conclave. Splendid job student community !!!!
------------------------------------------------------------------------

In Rubaru with Mr.Ankur Samuel Birkett (Bursar)
Q1. What did you find the best thing in the school?
A. I love the school campus, the huge fields which are an important asset for the school. The
students, they are praiseworthy and are the best set of children I've ever seen in my career.
And I am still learning.
Q2. Have you ever been to Punjab? What do you feel is the major cultural difference between
Punjab and other places?
A. No, this is my first time in Punjab. I feel the language to be a major difference and I am
struggling to find my way out of it. I am impressed with the traffic etiquettes of people. The
people are humble and adaptive to the situations and are always ready to co-operate and help
others. The atmosphere is also a plus point, away from the busy life of the city.
Q3. Could you give one word to describe the lush green fields of the campus?
A. Beautifully Huge!
Q4. How are you settling in this new environment?

A. Slowly and Steadily, I am taking all my time to adapt to the new environment. My family is
very happy with the open space, specially my children who get ample space to play around which
was not a reality while we resided in a flat.
Q5. Rapid firei) Mess Menu- Needs a change
ii) The Students- Disciplined
iii) First Assembly- A Learning Experience
iv) First Day in Office- Something Unique
v) The Headmaster- Amazing! Gem of a person
vi) The Deputy Headmaster- A Great Human Being
Q6. A word which defines you
A. I would say “Focused and Patient”.
Q7. A message you would like to leave for the students.
A. The students are great but there is always scope for improvement, I’ve seen students’ stuff
like books, bags or any stationary lying around in the corridors. They are left there overnight
which is disrespectful. And my doors are always open if the students have any suggestions upon
which I can work and improve.
Vansh Dhama and Palak Garg
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Students at their Vibrant Best !
Every year we host the Annual Knowledge Conclave in the fond memory of our founder Headmaster
Padam Shree J K Kate. We add an event assuming that we have set the ever highest benchmarks. But,we
proved ourselves wrong this time too when we added "Spell Bee" and managed to scale new heights and
add knowledge and enthusiasm to the conclave.
I was captivated, thrilled and enchanted to see the youth of our country brimming with knowledge, wits
and spontaneity. Be it quiz, where the 6 participating teams left the audience in splits with all their
witty guesses aiming to get some answers right (Some managed to get it right....although not Baba
Ramdev as first yogi).
Creativity of students truly gave judges a tough time when they had to check the book reviews and

poems crafted by the participants. They were spellbound to read how the teens had put across their
thoughts in writing and drafted the final versions.
Cambridge form of the debate from JAM to Turncoat to finals revealed how spontaneous, well aware,
confident our youth is. They were truly applauded for voicing their opinion. Open house discussions and
rebuttal garnished the debate giving it a much lively touch.
The young bees sitting for Inaugural Spell Bee left a deep mark on all of us proving that they are
actually "Mobile Dictionaries".
Another initiative was crispy and original newsletter covering the daily events which came straight from
Eagle's Eyrie; yes it managed to catch people off-guard, heard them unaware......! On a lighter note, it
made one and all a part of the conclave capturing behind the scenes action..!
Buh we truly appreciate your healthy feedback and suggestions from all the visiting teams and guests !
We hope to work on them when we meet in 2017.
My heartfelt congratulations to all the winners and participants for putting their best foot forward !
Special thanks to the Heads and Teacher escorts who made it possible !
Cheers to the teams and Nabhaites !
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Penning down the Poet’s way….
The Treat of Desertion
I stood yet I fell,headfirst into the waters of memory.
thinking back to the time when my thoughts would fall like light drizzle upon an area prone to draught.
of course, the rain gave way to life, blooming into beauty and delight.
this beauty almost led to a place dark and unknown.
some place which could only be survived with a light of hope.
the hope shone through in bits and showered on to the dark,
giving again ay to the life which could not be exhausted so quick.l
yet again it thrived . in the dark and in light.
for everything contradictory was in fact complimentary.
though this time, life and thought had harder feats to conquer.
that of darkness that fell with no shred of light.
it was a drowning scream and little gulps of air.
yet I survived just like the earth.
yet I stand basked in my glory.
thinking hard and shivering.
feeling grateful for that one day , when I refused to desert the
barren land that was my mind.
that day when I saw it bloom,
for truly all was and still is conqured just because the nature of mind
is such.
and I still well stand for I refuse to drown.

Radhika Gupta
The above written poem won 3rd position in Creative Writing Competition in J K Kate Knowledge Conclave-2016.

Wishing a very Happy Birthday to
Mr M S Chadha- 09-10-2016
Mr Gurmeet Singh- 15-10-2016
Ms Ishmeet Singh- 21-10-2016
RIS Bant Singh- 21-10-2016
Mr Avtar Singh- 25-10-2016
Mrs Gurpriya Singh- 29-10-2016
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